HOW TO MAKE

DEATH
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MAIN DECK:
1. Download this DEATH PDF
2. Print pages 5-22 front and back
3. Cut each card out along lines
4. Pour a drink and play
REFERENCE CARDS:
1. Download this DEATH PDF
2. Print pages 23-24 front and back
3. Cut each card out along lines

33.

4.

RULEBOOK:
1. Download this DEATH PDF
2. Print page 2-3 front and back
3. Fold rule sheet in half until the outside of the rule
book has a black front and back cover.

DICE:
1. Find a D20 and a D6
2. Find a Special D6 to be DEATH DIE with Six being Death

Death Die: Rolling the death die is simple: roll any
number and follow the rule OR roll the skull and and
someone instantly die.

Reapers: See optional rule on Reapers.

FUCKING STOP

READING SUCKS ASS

(Also, 35% of adults read below middle school level.)

Instead, watch how to play this game at:

www.DRINGAGAMES.com

Objective:
Eliminate all other players and be the only surviving player.
Game Setup:
1. Shuffle ‘em: Shuffle the cards. While you’re at it, shuffle
your ass into the kitchen for a drink.
2. Spread ’em: No, this isn’t a cavity search! Spread the
cards into a circle on the table. Note: Make the circle at least
about five fists wide, but the bigger the better.
Game Play:
1 Draw: The player most recently to finish their drink starts
the game by taking their turn: Drawing a card from the circle
with only one hand—but don’t break the circle or you’re dead!
2. Read: Read the card aloud and follow the rules on the card.
The Action Icon in the bottom right will tell you what to do
with the card: roll a die, hold onto the card, place it in the
center, DIE, etc. The Icons are explained later in the rules.
3.Drink: Drink or deal drinks. A player must always have a
drink so they aren’t a little bitch.
4. Repeat: Moving clockwise around the table, each player
takes their turn until only one player remains.

a

Grim: We all know death is inevitable, but here you get
glimpse at how death is stalking you. If the card’s
conditions are met, you’re worm food.

Death: Someone(s) straight up dies on your turn.

Break the Circle of Life: If at any time for any reason
someone breaks the continuous circle of cards, they
die. Repair the fissure as best you can and continue play.

5 Ways to Die:

Bottle Caps: Collect a set of bottle cap icons
and win the game at the beginning of your next turn.
Expansions sold separately.

Reapers: Sweet, sweet revenge. When a player
dies or is dead, they may become a Reaper. Reapers cannot
win the game, but can kill players with Grim card(s).
Reapers may not possess or draw cards on their turn.
Instead they roll the death die. If they roll 1-5, the Reaper
may deal the roll as they see fit. If the skull is rolled, they
may kill a player that has a Grim. If no players have a Grim,
nothing happens. Reapers can still be dealt drinks.

Rounds: For a longer game, players win rounds.
The circle is tightened, if a circle can still be made, and a
new round starts like normal game play. The player that
draws the last card wins the last round. The player to win
the most rounds wins the game.

Variations and Optional Rules:

How to Win: The last person alive (or conscious) is
the winner!

SCAN TO LEARN TO PLAY

After you Die: If you die, discard all your cards into the
graveyard. You are out of the game and cannot be dealt drinks.
However, if you die from a Grim, you may keep or discard any
card(s) you possess and still be dealt drinks. Either way, you wait
in limbo for a chance to be brought back to life (unless you
become a Reaper. See Optional Rules.)
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Example Game Play:
Johan shuffles the cards. He spreads them in a circle as wide as a porn star’s hot
pocket. Tabetha finishes her drink to prove her dominance and goes first.
1. Tabetha, using one hand, selects a card and
pulls it from the circle without breaking the circle.
2. Tabetha reads the card out loud: Selfiecide,
and then the rule. Looking at the bottom right
corner, the action icon tells her that it is a Grim
and requires the use of a Death Die.The turn
passes clockwise to Anthony.
3. Anthony draws a card from the circle. He draws
GRIM
a Death card: OD. The card makes him roll a
D20, drink the rolled number of 13, and he dies
discarding all his cards to the graveyard pile he
creates in the dead middle of the circle. Turn
passes clockwise.
DEATH
4. David draws his card the same way and gets a
Revolver that allows him to Place it Later setting
it in front of himself on the table face up like a
PLACE
Held card. Turn passes clockwise.
LATER
5. Johan starts to draw his card and Breaks the
Circle for a mere second, where the table is
exposed below the circle. He immediately dies
and discards all his cards. Johan reconnects the
circle like a vaginal rejuvenation. Turn passes.
FUCK!
6. Nathan draws his card. It is a Tabled card. He
reads it: Whiskey Tax out loud and puts it face up
at an angle beside the graveyard. All players follow
that rule for the rest of the game. Turn passes.
7. Tabetha takes her next turn starting by
TABLED
resolving her Grims. For Selfiecide she gives the
Death Die to Nathan. She takes a selfie with him
DEATH
and then he rolls Death on the Death Die.
DIE
Tabetha immediately dies but keeps her cards
because she died from a Grim hoping to be
Revived. Turn passes.
8. David interrupts play with his Revolver making
Nathan drink a roll of the D6 and who forgets to
drink an extra drink for Whiskey Tax. Nathan
WINNER!
dies, David wins the game/round.

Death: Someone dies on your turn and must place any cards they possess in
the graveyard.
Grim: The drawer must follow the rule or they die.
Held: Set in front of players on the table. Most often Held cards grant the player
that drew them a unique benefit (or burden).

Inserted: Used before the end of a player’s turn and are then inserted
back into the circle.
Place: Used before the end of a player’s turn and are then placed in the
graveyard.
Later: Attached to place or insert, changing it from the end of their turn to
being used whenever the player chooses or when the condition is met.
Roll: A die is required. The game requires 6-sided, 20-sided, and Death
dies. Look at the die symbols in the bottom right corner of a card to
determine which die is required.
Tabled: Affect all players and are placed in the middle of the circle.

DEFINITIONS
Authority: the power or ability conferred to a player
by a card in play.
Cards Held: There is an explicit and intentional
difference between a held card, which is a specific type
of card, and a card held, which includes held, placed
later, inserted later, stalking death, and even some
unique card types. Each rule should be carefully read
to determine whether the rule applies to held cards, or
cards held or possessed by players generally.
Circle: The circle of cards that must be created to play
the game. When the game begins, a circle should be
created using no fewer than 54 cards (up to 108 cards
are recommended). The circle should be at least 24”
inches in diameter; it is recommended that the circle
be large enough that all players can touch it without
leaving their chair.
Deal/Dealt: There is an explicit and intentional
difference between drinks dealt by players and drinks
taken in the ordinary course of the game. It is crucial
that each card’s rule be carefully read to determine if
drinks are dealt by a player or if drinks are taken as a
result of the rule itself.
Dead/Death/Die/Kill/Killed: In most instances,
players that die lose the game. If death occurs by any
means other than an instant death or stalking death
card, the player retains the cards they possessed in life;
those cards remain in play next to the player’s dead
body.
Discard/Discarded: discarded cards are placed in the
graveyard.
Draw/Drawn: under the general ruleset each player
must draw a card from the circle on their turn.
Drink: v. drink, when used as a command in a rule, is
not a dealt drink.

Drink: n. A drink is one drink. An entire drink is
twenty drinks.
The following amounts are equivalent to twenty drinks:
one 12 oz. beer (~5% alcohol), one 8-9 oz. malt
beverage (~7-9% alcohol), one 5 oz. glass of wine
(12-13% alcohol), or one 1.5 oz. shot of hard liquor
(40% alcohol). The game is best played with beer or its
equivalent.
Graveyard: a stack of cards in the center of the circle
that are discarded and are no longer play.
Hold/Held: when a card is a held card it remains in
play under the control of the player who drew it unless
and until it is affected by another card.
Immediately: Within one second. Players are
encouraged to count aloud or pound the table when a
rule calls for something immediately.
In Play: when a card is in play its rule affects and alters
the general ruleset.
Insert/Inserted: When a card is inserted it is no
longer in play. Insert cards rule-side down.
Permanent: a permanent card cannot be transferred
or affected by other cards.
Place/Placed: If a card is played or placed it is no
longer in play. Cards no longer in play are placed faceside down in the graveyard.
Player/Players: Anyone playing Dringa Death.
Promptly: Within ten seconds. Players are
encouraged to count aloud or pound the table when a
rule calls for something promptly.
Roll: An underhanded toss of a die. A 6-sided or 20sided die roll is valid only if the die tumbles at least 6”
away from the player rolling it before it rests. If a rule
states deal a roll or drink a roll, a player must deal or
drink the number indicated on the die, as required.

Rule: the benefit, burden, condition, and general
ruleset alteration written and indicated symbolically on
a card.
Steal/Stole/Stolen: taking a held card or card held
from another player.
Swiftly: Within five seconds. Players are encouraged
to count aloud or pound the table when a rule calls for
something swiftly.
Table: the surface on which a game of Dringa Death is
played. A flat, level surface is preferred.
Tabled: if a card is tabled, its rule applies to all players
at all times unless otherwise specified.
Take: drinks taken as required by a card are not dealt
drinks.
Trade/Traded: exchanging cards held by at least two
players.
Transfer/Transferred: a card is transferred when it is
given to another player.
Turn: Turn progression is clockwise and turns have
three parts: pre-draw, draw, and post-draw. During
pre-draw and post-draw, any player may exercise any
authority granted to them as a result of a card in play. A
player’s draw begins when they touch the circle and
unless otherwise specified in a rule players are
prohibited from exercising authority while a card is
drawn. Upon removal of a card post-draw begins, and
the card’s rule must be read unless all players
understand the rule and waive the reading. After the
rule is read or waived, pre-draw of the next player’s
turn begins.
Winner: A player wins the game when all other players
have died. If the expanded bottle cap rules are being
played, players can also win by having three (4 or less
players) or five cards (5 or more players) with a bottle
cap icon at the beginning of their turn.

